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OUTLINE

✤ WIMPs are promising dark matter candidates which can be searched for 
with different strategies

✤ Final lecture: devoted to (several, not all!) indirect search strategies.

✤ Gamma Rays

✤ Neutrinos

✤ Charged cosmic rays

✤ Moving from constraints to possible detection? Some lessons

Apologies: will leave out some other interesting “indirect” probes: radio, X-ray, energy
transfer/stellar constraints, subtle anisotropy-related techniques...



WHAT DOES IDM STRATEGY MEAN?
That one looks for consequences of DM interactions elsewhere (not in the Lab!), 

such as decays, annihilations, energy transfer to baryons.

★ It’s a natural thing to do (DM is seen “elsewhere”!)

★ these features may imply an impact on cosmology or astrophysics.

★ It is an additional handle on properties one cannot probe otherwise in the Lab.



WHAT DOES IDM STRATEGY MEAN?
That one looks for consequences of DM interactions elsewhere (not in the Lab!), 

such as decays, annihilations, energy transfer to baryons.

★ It’s a natural thing to do (DM is seen “elsewhere”!)

★ these features may imply an impact on cosmology or astrophysics.

★ It is an additional handle on properties one cannot probe otherwise in the Lab.

 The presence of indirect signatures is by no means guaranteed (model-
dependent)

 It needs not to be a GeV-TeV-scale signature, neither necessarily an 
annihilation one (notable example: ~ keV sterile neutrino X-ray decay line)

 There is no astrophysical or cosmological evidence whatsoever for the 
electroweak scale being the right one for explaining the DM problem.



WIMP SEARCH STRATEGY

W+, Z, γ, g, H, q+, l+

W -, Z, γ, g, H, q -,l -

ECM ≈ 
102±2 GeV

New
physics

X=χ, B(1),… 

New
physics

X

Early universe and indirect detection

Direct 
detection
(recoils on 
nuclei)

Collider Searches

multimessenger 
approach

❖ Signatures DO depend on b.r. of different channels (only total rate in early universe)

❖ rates depend on astrophysical distribution of DM... observations/simulations needed!

❖ S�σv�T�0 ∼ �σv�T=Tf Ok for S-wave annihl., otherwise must be specified

The link with early universe stands modulo some caveats

?



GAMMA RAYS

particle physics
(we assume its own antip.)

Flux (from non cosmologically distant sources) often written in a factorized form

 [particle] ⊗ (astro) factorization holds if 
‣ σ v is v-independent 
(otherwise goes under integral, over v distribution)
‣ if prompt emission dominates
(for secondary emission, need to follow e±, more on that later)

  Retain directionality (angular info!)

 Relatively easy to detect 
    (potentially high statistics)

  A lot of backgrounds (known and unknown)

“astrophysics”
(J-factor, written a-dimensional)



NOTE: ANNIHILATION VS. DECAY
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A Decay signal responds to the integrated 
DM density, i.e. same source of DM 

gravitational effects. This is relatively well 
known, whenever DM is dynamically relevant.

Annihilation depends quadratically on DM 
density, i.e. depends on poorly known 

clumpiness of DM, prediction should rely 
heavily on simulation/theory
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is much shorter than the atmospheric slant depth, direct observations in the GeV region

and above can only be done from space—which is the strategy pursued by the LAT

detector on the Fermi gamma-ray space telescope (formerly GLAST) [1]—or indirectly

by ground-based Imaging Atmospheric Cerenkov Telescopes (IACTs) such as HESS [2],

MAGIC [3], VERITAS [4] and CANGAROO-III [5]. In the latter category, the direction

and energy of the primary particle hitting the atmosphere is reconstructed from the
Cherenkov emission of the secondary charged particles generated in the atmospheric

shower.

These differences lead the two classes of experiments to adopt different strategies

in the search for DM. Fermi-LAT is very effective in rejecting hadronic events, and

continuously monitors a large fraction of the sky, but has an effective area of only

∼ 1m2, far smaller than that of ground-based telescopes, ∼ 104m2. On the other
hand, IACTs study small angular fields and have a lower rejection capability, but much

greater overall exposure. As a consequence, diffuse gamma-ray signals are better probed

by Fermi-LAT. Any unidentified sources detected by Fermi-LAT which lack a low-energy

counterpart could be potentially attributed to DM substructure. IACTs would be very

effective in providing detailed follow-up observations of such sources.

In addition, the accessible energy range is very different between these two classes
of experiments: ∼100 MeV to 300 GeV for Fermi-LAT, and above ∼100 GeV for ACTs.

This difference makes Fermi-LAT most sensitive to DM particles lighter than a few

hundreds GeV, while IACTs are better suited for TeV-scale or heavier WIMPs. On

the other hand, the Fermi-LAT has poorer angular resolution than IACTs, so it is

less accurate in the localization of point-like sources. For both instrument classes, the

search for indirect DM signatures is among the top physics priorities. The reach of

Fermi-LAT and current and future IACTs has been recently assessed in Ref. [6] and
Ref. [7], respectively.

3. The Dark Matter Signal

The differential flux of gamma rays (photons per unit area, time, energy and steradian)

produced in DM annihilations‡ is described by

Φγ(Eγ,Ω) =

[

dNγ

dEγ
(Eγ)

〈σv〉

8πm2
X

]

∫

los
ρ2($,Ω) d$, (1)

where 〈σv〉 is the WIMP annihilation cross section multiplied by the relative velocity of

the two WIMPs (averaged over the WIMP velocity distribution), mX is the mass of the

WIMP, ρ is the position-dependent DM density, and the integral is performed over the

line-of-sight (los) in the direction of the sky, Ω. The gamma-ray spectrum generated per
WIMP annihilation is dNγ/dEγ , it has units of Energy−1 and its integral over energy

is equal to 1. If the DM is not its own antiparticle as assumed here, Eq. (1) should

be multiplied further by a factor 1/2 (if X and X̄ are equally abundant). The factor

‡ See Appendix A for the case of DM decay.
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on board of the Fermi satellite is better suited than existing IACTs. Fermi-LAT

instrument will detect a number of astrophysical sources in the region of the sky around

the GC, including the point sources previously identified by HESS and EGRET, and

perhaps others. A diffuse gamma-ray background will also likely be present. Although

predictions of Fermi’s sensitivity are unavoidably limited by our incomplete knowledge of

these backgrounds, we have shown that the spectral and angular differences between the
signal and backgrounds should be distinctive enough to allow one to separate signal from

background over a significant region of the parameter space, at least for a sufficiently

cusped dark matter profile (NFW-like or steeper).

In the optimistic case where dark matter annihilation products are identified by

Fermi, then it may also be possible to measure or constrain the properties of the dark

matter, including its mass, annihilation cross section, and spatial distribution. It is
unlikely that Fermi will determine the WIMP’s mass with high precision, however. For

example, for the case of a 100 GeV WIMP with an annihilation cross section of 3×10−26

cm3/s, distributed with an NFW halo profile, the mass could be determined to lie within

approximately 50-300 GeV. In the same benchmark model, the inner slope of the dark

matter halo profile could be determined to ∼ 10% precision. The combination of several

indirect detection channels will be crucial to both confirm such a detection, and to best
constrain the WIMP’s properties. On the other hand, it is not excluded that Fermi will

lead to a radical revision of the present gamma-ray picture of the GC, revealing a more

complicated zoo of astrophysical accelerators than envisaged in the present estimates.

In the case where either the DM signal from the GC is too low or the the background

is too large/complex, a DM discovery in gamma rays is still possible by looking at the

emission from an extended region in the inner halo with Fermi, or from other dark

matter substructures with both Fermi-LAT and IACTs. In particular, the morphology
and the spectral properties of the unresolved Galactic background at E <∼GeV will be

useful to optimize the angular and energy-cut templates for searches of the DM emission

from an annulus of several tens of degrees around the GC.
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Appendix A. The Case of Decaying Dark Matter

In the case of decaying dark matter, Eq. (1) is modified to

Φγ =
dNγ

dEγ

Γ

4πmX

∫

los
ρ(#,Ω)d#, (A.1)
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where Γ is the decay width (inverse lifetime) and the spectrum now refers to the

photons generated in the decay process. Unlike with the cross section in the case

of annihilating dark matter, one does not have any strong theoretical motivation for

considering any particular lifetime for an unstable DM particle. In any case, arguments

have been put forward justifying the typical range of the lifetimes needed for significant

signatures in astrophysics with ∼TeV mass particles and GUT-scale physics mediating
the process (in analogy with the expected proton decay in GUTs), see e.g. [63]. From the

phenomenological point of view, there are a couple of points worth mentioning regarding

decaying DM candidates:

Decaying DM

Annihilating DM
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Figure A1. The angular profile of the gamma-ray signal as function of the angle, θ,
to the center of the galaxy for a NFW halo distribution for decaying DM (solid red
line), compared to the case of self-annihilating DM (dashed blue line). Both signals
have been normalized to their values at the galactic poles, θ = ±90◦. The central cusp
is regularized by assuming in both cases an angular resolution of 0.1◦.

I. The DM distribution and the role of substructures in particular is of little
importance in determining the level of the signal.

II. The angular distribution of the gamma-ray signal is very distinctive, and much

flatter than the corresponding annihilation signal, as illustrated for a NFW profile

in Fig. (A1).

Should gamma rays be detected from DM, a comparison between the emission in

the inner Galaxy and the emission at high latitude would immediately reveal the nature

of the particle physics process (annihilation or decay) responsible for the emission [64].

Notice that this information is very difficult to extract with other cosmic ray probes.



WHERE TO LOOK FOR GAMMA’S (ASTRO FACTOR)?

Springel et al. 2008

Galactic Center
high statistics, point-like
and diffuse backgrounds
halo-model dependence

Satellites 
(or Clusters)
low background (?)
low statistics

MW Halo
high statistics,
high diffuse background

Extragalactic 
high statistics, lot of
diffuse backgrounds

Lines/Spectral Features 
(everywhere...)

What is the picture of the “DM - gamma sky” suggested by simulations?



PREDICTED SPECTRA: CONTINUUM

 whenever DM annihilates into quarks or gauge bosons, continuum photon spectrum is quasi-
universal, as a result of decays/fragmentations 

 Near the endpoints (~DM mass), or for leptonic final states, peculiarities may be present.

 Significant secondary (byproducts of electrons e-losses) gamma radiation may be emitted from 
electrons. Requires treatment as for charged particles, and astrophysical medium is important.

usually handled via e.g.
PYTHIA incorporated in 
dedicated software



PREDICTED SPECTRA: LINES
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• Line annihilation requires two-body final state channels containing at least one 
photon (for SM final states, γ γ , γ Z, γ H) yielding the spectrum 

dN

dE
∝ δ(E − Eγ) , Eγ ≤ mχ

• This must be a loop-level process, suppressed with respect to the tree-level by α2~10-4

• Usually it’s theoretically difficult to produce line flux which is observable, while fulfilling 
bounds on continuum



TYPES OF GAMMA TELESCOPES

MILAGRO

TIBET
ARGO-YBJ

STACEE

PACT

TACTIC

AGILE

Aeff~104 m2

~0.1-100 TeV
Better ang. & time Resol.

High CR background
Low duty cycle

Narrow Fov

Aeff < 1 m2 
~0.1-100 GeV

High non-γ rejection
Continous exposure

Large Fov



WHAT DO THEY SEE? A CROWDED & BRIGHT SKY!
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What Fermi or ACTs see looks nothing like DM expectations: backgrounds are often important!

their understanding is the main challenge in tightening IDM bounds (or interpreting some hints)

HESS spectrum @ GC

Fermi sky > GeV

HESS Gal. Center & 
Galactic Ridge morphology



CONSTRAINTS



DWARF GALAXY GAMMA BOUNDS

Brandon Anderson at Fermi Symposium, 24/10/2014

http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/science/mtgs/symposia/2014/program/17_Anderson.pdf

satellites of Milky Way with high DM/
baryon content  (1 to 3 orders of 
magnitude higher than the MW)

Almost ideal S/N

✦ Depends on distance and  volume average of DM density2 (hence DM 
distribution & normalization) The bounds are as robust as these are. 
Nominally exclude “generic thermal” S-wave relics annihilating into b’s 
up to ~ 100 GeV

http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/science/mtgs/symposia/2014/program/17_Anderson.pdf
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/science/mtgs/symposia/2014/program/17_Anderson.pdf


DWARF GALAXY GAMMA BOUNDS
By the way,  DwSphs do remain among the most promising targets for ground based Cherenkov 

Telescopes such as MAGIC, HESS, VERITAS... & future CTA, but in a different range of masses

J. Aleksić et al. [MAGIC Collaboration]
”Optimized dark matter searches in deep observations 
of Segue 1 with MAGIC,”
  JCAP 1402, 008 (2014)

 A. Abramowski et al.  [HESS Collaboration],
“Search for dark matter annihilation signatures in H.E.S.S. 
observations of Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxies,”
Phys. Rev. D 90, 112012 (2014)



GALACTIC DIFFUSE

Ackermann et al. [Fermi-LAT], 
1205.6475 (w or w/o astro background)
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Relatively robust in terms of signal,
quite strong constraints (~comparable

with “old” dwarf results) if one accounts 
for astrophysical backgrounds



GAL. CENTER BY HESS
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• GC has complex astrophysics, look away!

• Select signal region close to GC but as much as 
possible free from backgrounds

• Select “similar geometry” region where signal is 
expected to be smaller for background subtraction

bb
_

~ stacked dwarfs Fermi
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• GC has complex astrophysics, look away!

• Select signal region close to GC but as much as 
possible free from backgrounds

• Select “similar geometry” region where signal is 
expected to be smaller for background subtraction

most stringent bound on DM from IACTs 
I’m aware of (but halo-model dependent)

Modulo comparatively small differences 
(dedicated time, latitude, E-threshold, field of 

view) this also applies to VERITAS and 
MAGIC: only modest improvements can be 

achieved with present generation IACTs
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EXTRAGALACTIC FLUX

φ(E) =
c �σv�(ΩDMρc)2

8πm2
χ

�
dz

e
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In reality, the signal we’re interested in only 
depends on non-linear power spectrum!

ζ(z) ≡ lim
r→0

� kmax d k

k

sin kr

kr
∆NL(k, z)

but each term depends on halo profile, 
concentration,  different subpopulations...
all subject to (wild) extrapolation.

traditionally estimated in Halo Model as

Standard expression of the flux (Exercise: justify this, starting from the expression for the Galactic case)

where

PS et al. MNRAS Letters 421, L87 (2012),
Sefusatti et al. MNRAS 441, 1861 (2014)

1870 E. Sefusatti et al.

Figure 6. Comparison of the quantity (1 + z)3 ζ (z) H0 / H(z), as a function of redshift, evaluated in the HM approach by Zavala, Springel & Boylan-Kolchin
(2010) and Abdo et al. (2010a) for Mmin = 10−6 h−1 M" (grey region bounded by continuous curves) to the results from the power-spectrum approach
proposed in this work. Three different, possible values of kmax, both corresponding to Mmin = 10−6 h−1 M", are considered. The first defines kmax = π/R,
with R = [3Mmin/(4πρ̄m)]1/3 (continuous curves) and therefore corresponding to the physical size of a perturbation of mass Mmin in the initial density field;
in the second case, we assume kmax = π/r200 (dashed curves), r200 being the size of a collapse spherical overdensity of mass M200 = Mmin, where the mean
density is 200 times the critical density; in the third case, we use kmax = π/rs, with rs the (now redshift-dependent) scale radius of the NFW profile (see the
text for explanation). The green area denotes the region probed by the effects of weak lensing by non-linear perturbations on the variance of SN magnitudes
(see Section 3.4). All extrapolations assume k# = k1 per cent. The left-hand panel assumes the more conservative bounds of equations (5) and (6) while the
right-hand panel assumes equations (8) and (10).

the shot-noise level of MSII. The extrapolations are defined is the
same way as before. Of course, this allows us to provide estimates
for the uncertainty in ζ at any redshift, without being limited to the
available MS outputs.

To enable a comparison between the HM and PS methods, the
cut-off kmax in the power spectrum evaluation should be chosen
to reproduce the results obtained in the HM approach assuming
Mmin = 10−6 h−1 M". As mentioned above, while the definition
of kmax as a function of the DM free-streaming length in the lin-
ear regime is unambiguous, the definition of a minimal halo (and
subhalo) mass as well as density profiles within the smallest haloes
is not. The choice of Mmin = 10−6 h−1 M" assumed in Zavala
et al. (2010) as a typical cut-off mass is motivated by the results of
Bringmann (2009), where a minimal protohalo mass is associated
with a free-streaming wavelength kfs simply as

Mfs = 4π

3
ρ̄

(
π

kfs

)3

. (13)

Our first choice for kmax is therefore given by kmax = π/R with
R = [3Mmin/(4πρ̄m)]1/3. The results correspond to the red region
bounded by continuous curves in Fig. 6. However, assuming an
NFW profile in the HM evaluation for all halo and subhaloes down
to Mmin implies that structures are present at even smaller scales. We
will therefore consider a second definition for kmax, related instead
to the virial radius of the collapsed halo or, more precisely, to r200,
corresponding to the size of spherical overdensities characterized
by a mean density equal to 200 times the critical density, so that

kmax =
(

3 Mmin

4 π 200ρcr

)3

. (14)

In this case, the results are shown by the red regions bounded
by dashed curves. We notice that the difference between the two
choices is only a factor of a few for the upper bound. However, for
a closer match to the HM approach, we should in principle assume
even larger values for kmax since the NFW profile describes the halo

radial density in terms of a scale radius rs = r200(M)/c200(M, z)
with the concentration parameter c200 typically much larger than
1. The redshift-dependent choice kmax = π/rs, with rs calculated
using the recent derivation of the concentration parameter from
Sanchez-Conde & Prada (2013), leads indeed to better agreement
with the HM calculation, as shown by the dotted curves in the left-
hand panel of Fig. 6, where the conservative uncertainty estimates
of equations (5) and (6) are assumed. The right-hand panel shows
instead the tighter bounds of equations (5) and (6), which appear to
be compatible with the HM calculations in Zavala et al. (2010) and
Abdo et al. (2010a) only for kmax = π/rs.

As mentioned in the previous section, however, we believe that
the assumption of an NFW profile all the way down to the limiting
mass can be too strong and a more effective control on the physical
scales included in the HM calculation is probably required.

We attribute to these issues the only marginal compatibility of
the two methods at small redshift when the more straightforward
choice of kmax = π/R, with R = [3Mmin/(4πρ̄m)]1/3 is made. When
equation (14) is assumed instead, the lower bound from the HM
method, which is very close to the prediction of semi-analytical
modelling of Ullio et al. (2002) shown in Abdo et al. (2010a), is
well within our limits. The choice kmax = π/rs leads to even closer
results.

We stressed that we obtained our results without discussing di-
rectly any uncertainty on auxiliary variables such as concentration,
inner halo profile, mass function, substructure, etc. A proper com-
parison with the uncertainty estimated with traditional methods in
configuration space is limited by the choice of a mass cut-off in the
HM calculation, while an extrapolation to zero distances is implicit
in the assumption of an NFW profile for all haloes. It is worth noting
that a traditional discussion of the error budget in the HM would
require much more extreme analytical extrapolations and of several
different functions, not consistently defined in the literature. A sim-
ple and straightforward way to compare directly the two methods
would be given by predicting the non-linear matter power spectrum

MNRAS 441, 1861–1878 (2014)
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Extragalactic gamma rays from DM annihilation 1867

Figure 3. Extrapolations of !(k) to small scales. All curves are the same as in Fig. 1, with data points shown only up to k" = k1 per cent (see the text for
explanation). In addition, the blue shaded area shows the allowed range for the non-linear power spectrum defined by equations (5) and (6) and estimated from
the MS data alone up to k". The red area corresponds instead to the allowed range estimated from MSII data. The black, continuous curve shows the prediction
of RHF corrected at large scales according to equation (11). Different panels correspond to redshift z = 0, 1, 2 and 6, as shown. For z = 6, only the MSII
extrapolation is considered, since the MS data do not cover sufficiently well non-linear scales.

those cases, part of the extrapolation, for k1 per cent< k < kt, is
given by the RHF formula itself.

Fig. 2 shows as well the predictions for the effective spectral
index of the HF (dashed curves) and RHF (dot–dashed curves) for-
mulas, along with those of the corrected expression of equation (11)
(RHF+SC, continuous curve) and for the linear power spectrum5

(dotted curve). Interestingly, the correction to RHF motivated by
stable clustering improves the prediction for the MSII measure-
ments at z = 0 in the range 30 < k < 200 h Mpc−1, beyond the limit
of validity of the RHF formula.

The extrapolations of !(k) defined in equations (5) and (6) are
shown in Fig. 3, together with the data points of MS and MSII up
to k" = k1 per cent. The shaded areas enclose the allowed regions
derived from the MS data (blue) and MSII data (red). At redshift
z = 6, only the MSII extrapolations are considered because the MS
data do not cover sufficiently well the non-linear regime: as can be
seen from Fig. 2 the corresponding k" falls before the range where

5 We adopt here for its ease of using the fitting formula for the linear transfer
function of Eisenstein & Hu (1998).

ns,eff (k) is decreasing and we cannot therefore expect the upper limit
extrapolation to be a reasonable estimate. Fig. 4 shows instead the
limits defined in equations (8) and (10). The upper limit at z = 0 is
the same, by definition, for both cases.

We notice, in the first place, that the increase in resolution pro-
vided by MSII with respect to MS corresponds to a significant
reduction in the uncertainty estimated by our simple extrapolation.
This is quantified in Table 1, where the allowed range for the en-
hancement factor, ζ max/ζ min (divided by 1000), at four different
redshifts is estimated from the extrapolations of the MS and MSII
data. The improved resolution is responsible for a reduction in the
estimated allowed region by about two orders of magnitude at z = 2
for kmax = 106 h Mpc−1 for the conservative limits, slightly less for
the tighter ones. Both our definitions of the upper and lower limits
for !(k) imply that the relative uncertainty at k > k" grows with
redshift, since the value of k" = k1 per cent is lower at higher redshift
and, in turn, the value of ns,eff (k") larger. Since at larger redshift we
are probing a narrower range of scales, this choice enforces more
conservative results at early time. This is desirable: the effect of a
finite mass resolution is larger at large redshift where structures are
less evolved and where it is therefore more challenging to quantify

MNRAS 441, 1861–1878 (2014)
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EXTRAGALACTIC BOUNDS
Among best Fermi bounds for heavy DM, due to  the “calorimetric” nature of IGRB. 
Comparable  with IACT bounds, but very different systematics: does not depend on 

the profile in our Galaxy, does not depend on present-day properties, only, but 
integrates over cosmic history, etc. 
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Figure 7. Upper limits (95% CL) on the DM annihilation cross section in our conservative

procedure. From top to bottom and left to right, the limits are for the bb̄, W+W−
, τ+τ− and

µ+µ−
channels. The red solid line shows limits obtained in our fiducial HM scenario described

in section 2.1, and assumes the reference contribution from the Galactic subhalo population;

see section 2.4 (‘HM, SS-REF’ case). The broad red band labeled as ‘PS (min→max), SS-

REF’ shows the theoretical uncertainty in the extragalactic signal as given by the PS approach

of section 2.2. The blue dashed line (‘HM, SS-MIN’) , with its corresponding uncertainty

band (‘PS (min→max), SS-MIN’), refers instead to the limits obtained when the Milky

Way substructure signal strength is taken to its lowest value as calculated in ref. [33]. For

comparison, we also include other limits derived from observations with Fermi LAT [9, 10]

and imaging air Cherenkov telescopes [91, 92].

two approaches are more similar.21

For the largest WIMP masses considered, the signal from Galactic substructures
is stronger than that from the extragalactic DM, with the effect that the uncertainty
range of the extragalactic WIMP signal becomes irrelevant when setting DM limits
and calculating cross-section sensitivities. This is typically the case for gamma-ray
energies above 100 GeV, where extragalactic signals are effectively attenuated due to
EBL attenuation. The effect can be clearly seen in figures 5 and 6 for several annihi-
lation channels (see, e.g., the spectra of a 5 TeV mass DM particle annihilating to the

21
If we omit the last data point, we find that both conservative limits and cross-section sensitivity

for the bb̄ channel worsen by <∼ 30% at 5 TeV mass going up to a factor of ∼ 2 for masses between 10

and 30 TeV. In the case of the harder τ+τ− channel, limits and sensitivity reach progressively weaken

by a factor ∼ 2 to 4 between 2 and 30 TeV, respectively.

– 23 –

  M.Ackermann et al. [Fermi-LAT Collaboration], 
 arXiv:1501.05464 



NEUTRINOS

In principle, can be used as diagnostics similarly to photons, same formulae apply 
for the flux (modulo gamma spectrum replaced by neutrino spectrum). Additionally

  Do not suffer significant absorptions 
(will see soon a clever way to exploit this feature)

  Little (known) backgrounds

Some advantage

 “Little” problem: hard to detect! 

σ(TeV)~ pb
σ(PeV) < nb

Solutions?
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HALO BOUNDS

  M. G. Aartsen et al. 
[IceCube Collaboration],

  Eur. Phys. J. C  75, no. 1, 20 (2015)
  [arXiv:1406.6868]

Current bounds 
(slightly better bounds at low 

masses by Antares)

typically only better than 
Fermi gamma ray ones 

above O(10) TeV, depending
on the channel

But neutrinos offer 
another possibility:

just like in DD idea, DM 
can scatter on the matter 

of celestial bodies



CAPTURE IN CELESTIAL BODIES

C ∝ σ ρDM
“almost like” DD experiments!

What happens to the DM when it scatters against a nucleus in a celestial body? (A star, a planet...)?
If it loses sufficient energy, its residual velocity may be < escape velocity from that location

In that cases, it becomes gravitationally trapped, and in subsequent interactions it will continue
lose energy sinking to the core of the object

“Capture rate”

  A. Gould,  “Cosmological density of WIMPs from solar and terrestrial annihilations,”
  Astrophys. J. 388, 338 (1992).
...

  W. H. Press and D. N. Spergel,“Capture by the sun of a galactic population of 
weakly interacting massive particles,''  Astrophys. J. 296, 679 (1985).
...



CAPTURE IN CELESTIAL BODIES

C ∝ σ ρDM
“almost like” DD experiments!

C � σ0,p
ρ⊙ �p M⊙
mχ mp

×
� 1

0
dM [v2◦ −M(v2◦ − v2s)]

� umax

0
du

f1(u)

u

�
1− u2

u2
max

�
, umax(M) ≡

�
4mχ mp

mχ −mp
ν(M)

more sensitive to low-E tail, as well as averaged over time...

What happens to the DM when it scatters against a nucleus in a celestial body? (A star, a planet...)?
If it loses sufficient energy, its residual velocity may be < escape velocity from that location

In that cases, it becomes gravitationally trapped, and in subsequent interactions it will continue
lose energy sinking to the core of the object

“Capture rate”

  A. Gould,  “Cosmological density of WIMPs from solar and terrestrial annihilations,”
  Astrophys. J. 388, 338 (1992).
...

  W. H. Press and D. N. Spergel,“Capture by the sun of a galactic population of 
weakly interacting massive particles,''  Astrophys. J. 296, 679 (1985).
...



SIGNAL RATE

Ṅ = C − CAN
2

ΓA =
CA

2
Neq

2 =
C

2

ν

If equilibrium is reached btw the two, the
annihilation signal rate writes:

DM can only accumulate till the “loss channel” (e.g. via 
mutual annihilation) does not balance new captures.
Since bodies are transparent to (sufficiently low-E)
neutrinos, we may signals from the core of the Sun/
core of the Earth in neutrino detectors!

ν



BOUNDS ON SPIN-DEPENDENT SIGMA

38 M. Danninger, C. Rott / Physics of the Dark Universe 5–6 (2014) 35–44

Fig. 1. Latest upper limits (90% CL) on SI (top figure) and SD (bottom figure) WIMP–nucleon cross-sections for hard and soft annihilation channels over a range of WIMP

masses from IceCube [38], preliminary Super-K [42], ANTARES [43], and Baksan [44]. Direct search results from COUPP [47], XENON100 [48,49], preliminary LUX [50], and

tentative signal regions [5–7] are shown for comparison. Expected sensitivities including already recorded data are illustrated with faint lines for each experiment. (SI

cross-section results from Super-K are calculated by authors.)

Table 1
Rough comparison of neutrino telescope characteristics relevant for current solar DM searches. The median

angular resolution (Θ) is quoted for different representative neutrino energies (Eν ), where applicable. More

details in Refs. [38,39] (IceCube), [43,54] (ANTARES), [42,55] (Super-K), and [44] (Baksan).

Datasets with Livetime Eν -range Instrumented Θ(
◦
) at Eν

completed analyses (days) (GeV) volume (ton) 25/100/1000 GeV

IceCube 2010–2011 317 �10
a ∼1 Gton 13/3.2/1.3

ANTARES
b

2007–2008 295 �10 ∼20 Mton 6/3.5/1.6

Super-K 1996–2012 3903 �0.1 ∼50 kton 1–1.4
c

Baksan 1979–2009 8803 �1
c ∼3 kton 1.5

c
(tracks >7 m)

a
Threshold corresponds to DeepCore events for this analysis (Eν � 50 GeV for non-DeepCore events) [39].

b
Preliminary 2007–2012 results correspond to 1321 days livetime.

c
Values are given at muon level (Eµ); Θ dominated by kinematic scattering angle.

strings optimized for low energies plus the 12 adjacent standard

strings at the centre of the detector geometry make up the Deep-

Core subarray. IceCube and its predecessor AMANDApreviously re-

ported limits on DM annihilations in the Sun with partial detector

configurations [51,52]. The latest IceCube solarWIMP analysis [38]

uses 317 live-days of data, taken when the detector was operat-

ing in its 79-string configuration. For the first time, the DeepCore

subarray is included in the analysis, lowering the energy thresh-

old and extending the search to the austral summer (downward

going region). The analysis comprises three event selections; sum-

mer contained, winter contained, and winter through-going. As

all three data samples are independent, they are combined in one

likelihood analysis based on shapes of the space angle distribu-

tion with respect to the Sun’s position. The final results are the

most stringent SDWIMP–proton cross-section limits to date above

50 GeV for mostWIMPmodels. Since May 2011, IceCube recorded
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Sun mostly made by protons 
(with spin!),relative strength 

of bounds in favour of 
neutrino telescopes for 

Spin-dependent interactions

Also, bounds probe especially low 
velocity part of the f-distribution, 

and an average of the density 
crossed by the Sun... more details in

PS and G. Bertone, “Astrophysical limitations to 
the identification of dark matter: indirect neutrino 

signals vis-a-vis direct detection recoil rates,''
Phys. Rev. D 82, 063505 (2010) 

[arXiv:1006.3268] 



CMB CONSTRAINTS

dE

dt
= ρ2c(1 + z)6Ω2

DM pann
Energy injected via DM annihilation 
can provide extra ionization sources

pann =
�σv�
8πm2

X

[4π][2mX ]f(z)

[rest mass energy]where the key-parameter CMB is 
sensitive to is pann, describing fraction  

effectively useful for ionization (as 
opposed as heating/excitation), depends 

on DM model (final state).

!"#$%&'(&$(#")(*++,

T. Slatyer 
et al. 2009

f(z) computation requires 
following e.m. cascade 
properties down to
(sub-)keV energies



THE PHYSICAL EFFECT

!

"
#$$
%&!'(')*+

-')*.(+*($/0

ionization fraction, hence optical depth, mainly affected (notably by f(z~600))
Need to run full CMB machinery to account for parameter degeneracies...



CMB CONSTRAINTS

Planck latest release, 
announced  01/12/2014

Same ballpark of “low-z”, astrophysical constraints
(maybe better for leptonic final states, worse for baryonic ones)



CHARGED PARTICLES

Φa(Ea) =

�
dNa

dEa
(Ea)

�σv�
8πm2

X

�
Fa(Ea, . . .)

Not only DM physics (sigma’s, b.r.) and astrophysics (halo distribution) matter, but also 
plasma astrophysics (diffusion in the Galaxy)

Antimatter is preferred due to lower astro background 

Additional complication for e+e-: relevant E-losses, local effects...

Functional of the
spectrum and 
astrophysics!



DIFFUSION-LOSS EQUATION

Φ(x, p, t) ≡ p2
�

dΩpf(p) ∼ 4π p2 f(p)

€ 

∂Φ
∂t

=Q+∇
→

⋅ (Dsp∇
→

Φ) − ∂
∂p
(p

•

Φ) +

+
∂
∂p

p2Dmom
∂(p−2Φ)
∂p

⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ −∇

→

⋅ (V
→

Φ) +
∂
∂p

p
3
(∇
→

⋅V
→

)Φ
⎡ 

⎣ ⎢ 
⎤ 

⎦ ⎥ 
+

−
Φ
τ frag

−
Φ

τ decay

Fragmentation and decay terms, of 
“collisional” nature

Convection velocity

Diffusive reacceleration

Adiabatic flow term

Energy lossDiffusion
Source term (t, x, p -dep.)

Includes dec./frag. for heavier nuclei

In general, eq. rewritten for
(differential) CR density



HOW TO DEAL WITH IT? NUMERICAL CODES

http://lpsc.in2p3.fr/usine/

http://galprop.stanford.edu/

http://www.dragonproject.org/Home.html

http://lpsc.in2p3.fr/usine/
http://lpsc.in2p3.fr/usine/
http://galprop.stanford.edu
http://galprop.stanford.edu
http://www.dragonproject.org/Home.html
http://www.dragonproject.org/Home.html


TO GRASP THE PHYSICS, SOME SIMPLIFICATION

Most of the above mentioned effects relevant especially at low energies. 
Diffusion & source effects are probably the dominant ones at high-energies

For most observables, “geometry” can be recast in an effective description
(after all, we observe ~ isotropic flux!)

Although detailed quantitative analyses require numerical treatment, let us see how 
astrophysical parameters of propagation influence observables, including DM ones



LEAKY BOX APPROXIMATION

∂Φ

∂t
−D∇2Φ = Q ⇒ ∂Φ

∂t
− Φ

τdiff(E)
= Q

For stationary, homogeneous & isotropic 
problems, the diffusion operator can be 
effectively replaced by an effective “diffusive 
confinement” time τdiff

We shall justify this shortly...



LEAKY BOX APPROXIMATION

∂Φ

∂t
−D∇2Φ = Q ⇒ ∂Φ

∂t
− Φ

τdiff(E)
= Q

Φ = Q(E)τdiff(E)

For stationary, homogeneous & isotropic 
problems, the diffusion operator can be 
effectively replaced by an effective “diffusive 
confinement” time τdiff

At steady state

Note that, if diffusion dominates, we can also infer that the source spectra  are in 
general different  than those CR observed at the Earth

We shall justify this shortly...



SEC/PRIMARY AS DIAGNOSTICS

Φs = Qs τdiff ∝ σp→sΦpτdiff

Φs

Φp
∝ τdiff(E) ∝ D(E)−1 ∝ Eδ

D(R) � 1028 ÷ 1029
�

R

3GV

�0.5

cm2/s

If a type of nucleus is not present as primary, but 
only produced as secondary via collisions (this 
includes e.g. antiprotons), then 

G. Di Bernardo, C. Evoli, D. Gaggero, D. Grasso 
and L. Maccione,  Astropart. Phys.  34, 274 (2010)



SIMPLE GALAXY FOR A CR ASTROPHYSICIST
Extended diffusion halo (radial size much larger than its height R≫H), with diffusion only (indep. of 
vertical height) as well as sources and gas (responsible for catastrophic losses) confined to a much 
thinner“plane” of height 2h, with density of gas n and injection spectrum per unit time q0(p). 
CR freely escape outside H. By symmetry, the only inhomogeneity in solution may be function of z.
 The steady state transport equation simplifies into

− ∂

∂z

�
D
∂ f

∂z

�
= q0(p) 2hδ(z)− σ v n 2h fδ(z) .

f(z, p) = a(p) + b(p)|z|z �= 0

f(z, p) = f0(p)(1− |z|/H)

boundary conditions impose

−2D(p)
∂ f

∂z

����
0

+ σ v n 2h f0 = q0(p) 2h

A&A proofs: manuscript no. draft4

diffusion coefficient which we parameterise as conventionally in
the literature (see for example Ptuskin et al. (1997)):

D (R) = D0 β

� R
R0 = 1 GV

�δ
, (1)

where D0 and δ are determined by the level and power-spectrum
of hydromagnetic turbulences, R is the rigidity, and the veloc-
ity β = v/c � 1 in the high-energy regime of interest here
(kinetic energy/nucleon � 10 GeV/nuc). In fact, at lower ener-
gies numerous effects, in principle of comparable magnitude, are
present, such as convective winds, reacceleration, and collisional
losses. At high-energy, there is a large consensus that only dif-
fusion and source-related effects are important. We focus on the
high-energy region since it is the most “clean” to extract diffu-
sion parameters, i.e. the least subject to parameter degeneracies.
While adding lower-energy data can lead to better constraints
from a statistical point of view, the model dependence cannot but
grow. Since our purpose is to compare theoretical with statisti-
cal uncertainties from observations, our choice is thus conserva-
tive: in a global analysis, the weight of the former with respect
to the latter is probably larger. In order to deal with a realistic
level of statistical errors of the data that will be available for the
forthcoming analyses, we will base our analyses on preliminary
AMS-02 data of the B/C ratio (33rd Intern. Cosmic Ray Conf.
2013).

This paper is organised as follows. In Sec. 2 we recall a sim-
ple 1D diffusion model providing our benchmark for the follow-
ing analyses. This model has certainly pedagogical value, since
it allows to encode in simple analytical formulae the main de-
pendences of the B/C ratio on input as well as astrophysical pa-
rameters. At the same time, it provides a realistic description of
the data, at least if one limits the analysis to sufficiently high
energies. Relevant formulae are introduced in Sec. 2.1, while in
subsection 2.2 we recall the main statistical tools used for the
analysis. In Sec. 3 we describe the main degeneracy affecting
the analysis, the one with possible injection of boron nuclei at
the sources. The next-to-most important source of error is asso-
ciated to cross section uncertainties, to which we devote Sec 4.
In Sec. 5 we discuss relatively minor effects linked to modelling
of the geometry of the diffusion volume, source distribution, or
the presence of convective winds. In Sec. 6 we report our con-
clusions.

2. B/C fit with an 1D Model

2.1. 1D diffusion model

Fig. 1. Sketch of the 1D slab model of the Galaxy, with matter homoge-
neously distributed inside an infinite plane of thickness 2h sandwiched
between two thick diffusive layers of thickness 2H.

The simplest approach to model the transport of cosmic-ray
nuclei inside the Galaxy is to assume that their production is con-
fined inside an infinite plane of thickness 2h, sandwiched inside
an infinite diffusion volume of thickness 2H, symmetric above
and below the plane. The former region stands for the Galactic
disk, which comprises the gas and the massive stars of the Milky
Way, whereas the latter domain represents its magnetic halo. A
sketch of this model is given in Fig. 1. The boundary conditions
fix the density of cosmic rays at the halo edges z = ±H to zero,
while the condition h � H (in practice, h is almost two orders
of magnitude smaller than H) allows us to model the Galactic
matter distribution as an infinitely thin disk whose vertical distri-
bution is accounted for by the Dirac function 2hδ(z). Our focus
on energies above 10 GeV/nuc allows us to neglect continuous
(ionisation and Coulomb) energy losses, electronic capture and
reacceleration. These subleading effects cannot be truly consid-
ered as theoretical uncertainties, since they can be introduced by
a suitable upgrade of the model. However, taking them into ac-
count at this stage would imply a significant loss in simplicity
and transparency.

The well known propagation equation for the (isotropic part
of the gyrophase averaged) phase space density ψa of a stable
nucleus a, with charge (atomic number) Za, expressed in units of
particles cm−3 (GeV/nuc)−1, takes the form

∂ψa

∂t
− ∂
∂z

�
D
∂ψa

∂z

�
= 2hδ(z) · qa + δ(z)

Zmax�

Zb�Za

σb→a · v
µ

mISM
ψb

− δ(z) · σa · v
µ

mISM
ψa, (2)

where the spatial diffusion coefficient D has been defined in
Eq. (1). The cross section for the production of the species a

from the species b through its interactions with the interstellar
medium (ISM) is denoted by σb→a whereas σa is the total inelas-
tic interaction (destruction) cross section of the species a with
the ISM. The fragmentation of the nucleus b takes place at con-
stant energy per nucleon. v stands hence for the velocities of both
parent (b) and child (a) nuclei. The surface density of the Galac-
tic disk is denoted by µ while mISM is the average mass of the
atomic gas which it contains. The values of the production cross
sections σb→a are calculated with the most recent formulae from
Webber et al. (2003). The destruction sections σa are computed
by the semi-empirical formulae of Tripathi et al. (1997, 1999).
The high-energy shapes of both cross sections exhibit a plateau
which allows one to approximate them as constants in this en-
ergy range.

Solving the propagation equation (2) in the steady state
regime allows to express the flux Ja ≡ (v/4π)ψa of the stable
nucleus a inside the Galactic disk (z = 0) as

Ja(Ek) =


Qa +

Zmax�

Zb�Za

σb→a · Jb


 /
�
σdiff + σa

�
(3)

where σdiff =
2D mISM

µvH
.

The fluxes Jb of the parent species are also taken at z = 0.
Here Qa, which stands for the source term, is homogeneous
to a flux times a surface, and is expressed in units of particles
(GeV/nuc)−1 s−1 sr−1. It is related to qa through

Qa =
1

4π
· qa

nISM
≡ Na

� R
1 GV

�α
, (4)
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Which immediately shows that in the plane, we recover effective leaky box result!



SIMPLE GALAXY FOR A CR ASTROPHYSICIST, II

f0(p) = q0(p)τeff(p) , where τ−1
eff (p) = τ−1

d (p) + τ−1
σ (p)

τd(p) =
H h

D(p)
≈ 107 yr

H

3 kpc

h

100 pc

1028 cm2s−1

D
τσ(p) =

1

σ v n
≈ 107 yr

�
1 cm−3

n

��
100mb

σ

�

Let us apply this equation to the case of  secondaries, i.e. nuclei only produced by spallation 
during propagation. The distribution of secondaries in the plane, fS is  sourced by the 

injected nuclides per unit time, i.e. q0(p) = fP/τP→S, with fP being the primary population. 
Hence we obtain the solution for the ratio of primary to secondary  distribution, assuming 

that the effective propagation time is species-independent

fS(p)

fP (p)
� τeff,P

τσP→S

� σP→S v nH h

D(p)

diffusion timescale collisional timescale

note the degeneracy D/H!



EXERCISE
Apply same method to the case of a source distributed in the whole diffusive halo

(not exact, but proxy for the DM case)

− ∂

∂z

�
D
∂ f

∂z

�
= qDM(p)− σ v n 2h fδ(z)

f(z, p) = f0(p)

�
1− |z|

H

�
+

q(p)

D

�
H |z|− z

2
�

Prove that

f0(p) = q(p)
H

h
τeff(p)

from which follows

i.e., a DM-like source distribution does NOT have the same 
dependence on astrophysical parameters as conventional sources,

much more uncertain!



ANTIPROTON BOUNDS

 M. Cirelli, D. Gaggero, G. Giesen, M. Taoso and A. Urbano,
“Antiproton constraints on the GeV gamma-ray excess: a 
comprehensive analysis,” 1407.2173

 T. Bringmann, M. Vollmann and C. Weniger,  “Updated cosmic-ray and 
radio constraints on light dark matter: Implications for the GeV 
gamma-ray excess at the Galactic center,” 1406.6027
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FIG. 5. Reference p̄ limits (thick line) and effects of varying
the propagation scenario for b̄b final states. As in Fig. 4, the
area above the lines is excluded at 95%CL. For comparison,
also the signal region for a DM interpretation of the gamma-
ray excess in the inner Galaxy [21] is plotted, rescaled to
Γ = 1.04.

find that any interpretation of the gamma-ray excess as
being due to DM annihilating into quark final states is
in strong tension with the cosmic-ray antiproton data.

Let us, finally, comment on the impact of different
propagation scenarios on our limits. Conventionally, the
corresponding uncertainty is bracketed by two sets of
propagation parameters, ’MIN’ and ’MAX’, that are con-
sistent with the B/C analysis and, respectively, minimize
and maximize the primary antiproton flux from DM anni-
hilation [82]. As we have stressed before, however, there
are several additional observations that constrain these
parameters much better than the B/C analysis alone,
such that the range of allowed fluxes spanned by MIN
and MAX must be considered unrealistically large. In
order to give a conservative indication of the involved as-
trophysical uncertainties, and in order to follow the typ-
ically adopted procedure, we still show in Fig. 5 how our
limits change when varying the propagation parameters
within these ranges.3 As can be seen from this figure,
the DM interpretation of the excess becomes compatible
with limits from the PAMELA antiproton data only in
the most unfavourable case of propagation parameters –
at least within the cylindrical two-zone diffusion model
that is commonly considered. Antiproton data from the
AMS-02 experiment on board of the international space

furthermore significantly weaker due to the deliberate choice of
not including data with T < 10GeV.

3 Given that L = 1kpc as featured by the MIN model proposed in
Ref. [82] has in the meantime been firmly ruled out, however, we
used instead a MIN’ model with the same parameters as MIN
but with L = 2kpc and a diffusion coefficient of D0 = 9.65 ·
1026 cm2s−1. This takes into account the lower bound of L ≥
2 kpc from radio observations [89, 90] and the fact that B/C only
is sensitive to L/D0 [75, 83].
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BR(χχ → �+�−) = 1− BR(χχ → b̄b)=1; mχ = 9.2 GeV

FIG. 6. Upper limits (95% CL) on the relative branching
ratios into leptonic two-body final states, as derived from
a spectral analysis [98] of AMS-02 positrons. We assume
100% annihilation into leptonic final states. For each point,
we determine the DM mass and cross-section by a fit to the
gamma-ray spectrum of the inner Galaxy excess [21], assum-
ing Γ = 1.26. The green regions are excluded, while the gray
region shows where the spectral fit to the GeV excess worsens
significantly (see text for details). The white area shows the
remaining allowed parameter space, corresponding to an al-
most pure τ+τ− final state. Note, however, that this gives a
fit to the data that is still much worse (by about ∆χ2 ∼ 130)
than a fit with a b̄b final state.

station may improve limits on a DM contribution by as
much as one order of magnitude with respect to the cur-
rent PAMELA data [76, 91, 94]. Expected to be pub-
lished in less than a year from now, AMS-02 data will
thus either show an excess also in antiprotons or allow
to rule out the DM hypothesis with rather high confi-
dence. Similar conclusions apply more generally to other
quark annihilation channels and DM profiles than what
is shown explicitly in Fig. 5 (i.e. b̄b and Γ = 1.04).

B. Positrons

The energy spectrum of cosmic-ray positrons as well
as the positron fraction (the fraction of positrons in the
total electron and positron flux) was recently measured
with unprecedented precision by the AMS-02 [95] exper-
iment, in the energy range 0.5 to 350 GeV. AMS-02 con-
firmed the rise in the positron fraction at energies above
10 GeV that was previously observed by PAMELA [96]
and Fermi LAT [97], but with significantly smaller sta-
tistical and systematical errors. This allowed for the first
time a dedicated spectral search for signals from light
(mχ � 350 GeV) DM particles annihilating into leptonic
final states [98, 99], in a way that is largely independent
of the origin of the rise in the positron fraction itself. For
DM masses around 10 GeV, the limits on the annihila-
tion cross-section into e+e− (µ+µ−) are very tight and

more conservative conclusions
[...] finding that the uncertainties on the propagation model, and in particular on the halo height, play a major role. 
Moreover, we discuss the role of solar modulation, taking into account possible charge dependent effects [...]. The 
limits that we obtain severely constrain the DM interpretation of the excess in the hadronic channel, for standard
assumptions on the Galactic propagation parameters and solar modulation. However, they considerably relax if 
more conservative choices are adopted

J. Lavalle, D. Maurin and A. Putze, “Direct constraints on diffusion models from cosmic-ray positron data: Excluding the MIN model for 
dark matter searches,'' 1407.2540

Bear in mind that sometimes “conservative” choices may be TOO conservative, e.g.

 G. Di Bernardo et al. “Cosmic Ray Electrons, Positrons and the Synchrotron emission of the Galaxy: consistent analysis and implications,''   
JCAP 1303, 036 (2013)  1210.4546

too thin halos are for example excluded...

AMS-02 data (not necessarily antip!) should certainly help



(NEW) ANTIPROTON BOUNDS

AMS-02 days
 plot (15/04/2015)



(NEW) ANTIPROTON BOUNDS
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Figure 4: Annihilating DM: current constraints. Left Panel: current constraints from the
antiproton to proton ratio measurements by Ams-02, for different annihilation channels. The areas
above the curves are excluded. Right Panel: illustration of the impact of DM-related astrophysical
uncertainties: the constraint for the bb̄ channel spans the shaded band when varying the propagation
parameters (dashed lines) or the halo profiles (solid lines). Notice that in the Min case the analysis is
not sensible, hence not shown here (see text for details).
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Figure 5: Decaying DM: current constraints. Left Panel: current constraints from the antiproton
to proton ratio measurements by Ams-02, for different decay channels. The areas below the curves
are excluded. Right Panel: illustration of the impact of DM-related astrophysical uncertainties: the
constraint for the bb̄ channel spans the shaded band when varying the propagation parameters (dashed
lines) or the halo profiles (solid lines). Notice that in the Min case the analysis is not sensible, hence
not shown here (see text for details).
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 plot (15/04/2015)

More realistic account of uncertainties
(and potential impact on DM bounds)

 G. Giesen et al. “AMS-02 antiprotons, at last! Secondary 
astrophysical component and immediate implications for 

Dark Matter,''   arXiv:1504.04276

Let’s wait for proper analyses of the whole set
of AMS data (including, notably, secondary nuclei)



CHARGED LEPTONS? NOT 1ST CHOICE... 
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Diffusive and E-loss timescales comparable at ~GeV, the latter 
dominates at higher and higher energies, since for both synchr. 
and Inverse Compton losses have stronger E-dependence 

τloss = E

�
dEe±

dt
∼ 1/E

Both SR & IC E-loss rates have ~ quadratic dependence

Reason 1: E-losses imply that inhomogeneities and local stuff matter!

“Continuum” source approx. breaks down, need to account
for discrete nature of sources... which can only be done 
“statistically”, since some time-dependent ones (bursts) 
might be long gone (e.g. invisible in photons, which do not
suffer diffusive propagation delays...)



CHARGED LEPTONS? NOT 1ST CHOICE... 
Reason 2: Many astrophysical sources sources of leptons are known...

This includes almost certain sources of positrons, such as pulsars/pulsar wind nebulae (relativistic
accelerators, seen in photons from radio to TeV bands, right spectrum and energetics...), X-ray binaries 
(whose distribution seems to correlate with 511 keV radiation from e+e- annihilation...)

511 keV radiation

There are more things in heaven and 
earth,  Horatio, than are dreamt of in 
your philosophy.

Shakepeare’s Hamlet, scene V.

Not surprisingly, many of these possibilities have been shown
to be capable to explain the CR lepton data (although IMO often 
need to stretch or fine-tune them parameters a bit but for PWN...)
For a review

  PS “Astrophysical models for the origin of the positron 'excess',''
  Astropart. Phys. 39-40, 2 (2012) [arXiv:1108.4827 [astro-ph.HE]].



EXAMPLE

 D. Grasso et al. , 
Astropart. Phys. 32, 140 (2009)  

[arXiv:0905.0636]

Figure 6: In this figure we compare the electron plus positron spectrum from multiple pulsars plus the
Galactic (GCRE) component with experimental data (dotted line). We consider the contribution of all
nearby pulsars in the ATNF catalogue with d < 3 kpc with age 5 × 104 < T < 107 yr by randomly
varying Ecut, ηe± ∆t and Γ in the range of parameters given in the text. Each gray line represents the
sum of all pulsars for a particular combination of those parameters. The blue dot-dashed (pulsars only)
and blue solid lines (pulsars + GCRE component) correspond to a representative choice among that set
of possible realizations. The purple dot-dashed line represents the contribution of Monogem pulsar in
that particular case. Note that for graphical reasons here Fermi-LAT statistical and systematic errors
are added in quadrature. Solar modulation is accounted as done in previous figures.

• Astrophysical sources (including pulsars and supernova remnants) can account for
the observed spectral features, as well as for the positron ratio measurements
(sec. 3.1): no additional exotic source is thus required to fit the data, although
the normalization of the fluxes from such astrophysical objects remains a matter
of discussion, as emphasized above.

• Generically, dark matter annihilation produces antiprotons and protons in addi-
tion to e±. If the bulk of the observed excess high-energy e± originates from dark
matter annihilation, the antiproton-to-proton ratio measured by PAMELA (Adri-
ani et al. 2009 [55]) sets very stringent constraints on the dominant dark matter
annihilation modes, as first pointed out by Donato et al. 2009 [18] (see also Cirelli
et al. 2009 [19]). In particular, for ordinary particle dark matter models, such as
neutralino dark matter (Jungman 1996 [51]) or the lightest Kaluza-Klein particle of
Universal Extra-Dimensions (Hooper & Profumo 2007 [52]), the antiproton bound
rules out most of the parameter space where one could explain the anomalous
high-energy CRE data.

• Assuming particle dark matter is weakly interacting, and that it was produced
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Figure 7: The positron fraction corresponding to the same models used to draw Fig. 6 is compared with
several experimental data sets. The line styles are coherent with those in that figure. Solar modulation
is are accounted as done in

in the early Universe via an ordinary freeze-out process involving the same an-
nihilation processes that dark matter would undergo in today’s cold universe, the
annihilation rate in the Galaxy would be roughly two orders of magnitude too small
to explain the anomalous e± with dark matter annihilation; while this mismatch
makes the dark matter origin somewhat less appealing, relaxing one or more of the
assumptions on dark matter production and/or on the pair annihilation processes
in the early Universe versus today can explain the larger needed annihilation rate;
similarly, a highly clumpy Galactic dark matter density profile, or the presence of
a nearby concentrated clump, can also provide sufficient enhancements to the rate
of dark matter annihilation

Notwithstanding the above caveats, the focus of the present study is to assess the impact
of the new Fermi-LAT data on a dark matter interpretation of the excess high-energy
e±.

We assume for the dark matter density profile ρDM an analytic and spherically-
symmetric interpolation to the results of the high-resolution Via Lactea II N-body sim-
ulation (Diemand et al. 2008 [53]), namely:

ρDM(r) = ρ!

(

r

R!

)−1.24 (

R! + Rs

r + Rs

)1.76

, (3)

where ρ! = 0.37 GeV · cm−3 is the local density, R! = 8.5 kpc is the distance between
the Sun and the Galactic center and Rs = 28.1 kpc is a scale parameter. For simplicity,
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clearly... astrophysics can fit quite well the data.



STILL SOME BOUNDS FOLLOW...
notably from absence of “sharp drops” in the data, which can be expected especially

for dominance of light lepton final states 
(but the day one sees one or several drops, interpretation as DM will be ambiguous!)
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  L. Bergstrom, T. Bringmann, I. Cholis, D. Hooper and C. Weniger,
“New limits on dark matter annihilation from AMS cosmic ray positron data,”
  Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 171101 (2013)  [arXiv:1306.3983]



STATUS AND PERSPECTIVES
Can indirect methods “detect” dark matter?

✤ In principle, yes. In practice, we are discovering that the discovery potential in more 
and more channels is limited by the knowledge of “astrophysical backgrounds”

✤ Apart for improving our knowledge of astrophysics, the main hope relies on correlated 
signals in many channels, each one hard to explain without DM. 

✤ Also, it would be important to move beyond “blind” searches. Perhaps most credible 
discovery is an indirect “excess” predicted/suggested by collider or direct detection hints.   

If a signal is found in other channels (collider/DD) We still need ID:

✦ To confirm that whatever we find in the Lab is the same “dark stuff” responsible for 
astrophysical and cosmological observations (it’s impossible to discover DM at LHC 
alone...)

✦ To access particle information not otherwise available in the Lab (annihilation cross 
section or decay time, b.r.’s) 

✦ to infer cosmological properties of DM (e.g. power spectrum of DM at very small 
scales) not accessible otherwise.

Anyway, it’s a crucial tool!



SUMMARY OF WHAT WE LEARNED

✤ We got a long way from the situation in the 80’s mentioned by D. Weinberg, when many 
options for DM were on the market (massive neutrinos, missing baryons/MACHOs...) 

✤ Indirect probes (astrophysics & cosmology) tell us a lot: BSM physics is needed for 
explaining DM!

✤ In several models for the nature/production of DM, a number of associated signals 
(direct, indirect, at colliders) is expected. This is notably the case for WIMP models, 
appealing since associated to new physics at the weak scale

✤  The good news is that, at least for WIMPs, we have many strategies to detect those 
signals, and the efforts are paying off: for instance,  gamma-searches, antiproton 
searches, even CMB are all becoming constraining for thermal relics up to ~100 GeV

✤ The bad news is that the “parameter space” of the theoretically unknown is pretty 
big, so there is no guarantee that we’ll find any positive result soon.

This is a high risk/high reward topic of research:
we have some chance of a game-changing discovery

but absolutely no guarantee of it 
(although likely to learn lots of-sometimes interesting-astrophysics along the way)



IF YOU’RE PESSIMIST, REMEMBER
An additional “species” inferred from gravitational effects has been already identified 
(electromagnetically detected) once!

Adams (1844-45) and independently Le Verrier (1845-46) interpreted 
irregularities in Uranus's orbit as due to perturbation by a yet 
unknown planet, calculating its orbital elements “by inversion”

On September 24, 1846 Galle found that “the planet whose place you 
[Le Verrier] have [computed] really exists”

A cartoon published in France at the time of the controversy over the discovery of Neptune
Adams is shown looking for it in vain and then finding it in the pages of Leverrier's book.



BUT... SOMETIMES SURPRISES SHOW UP!

In 1859, Le Verrier analyzed the effect of gravitational perturbations of other planets 
on the perihelion shift of Mercury, finding a residual “anomalous” shift of 38 arcsec/
century.

He re-used his “old” trick, hypothesizing that this was the result of another planet, 
which he named Vulcan whose orbital elements he inferred.

hence,  “Dark Matter” (just like “Modified Gravity”) has already been 
discovered... but only after several trials & errors, hard work, and fake claims: 

Be patient, and be ready for the unexpected, too!

This planet was claimed to be found several times...     

... but its existence was eventually disproved and Mercury's 
anomaly (re-evaluated in 43 arcsec/century) was finally 
explained thanks to GR effects (first major postdiction that 
convinced A. Einstein that GR was right)


